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Abstract
The present thesis addresses few important questions related to the synthesis and characterization of high aspect ratio structures of SnO2 and ZnO and more specifically to their applications in gas sensing and field emission. These have been discussed in detail spread in five separate chapters. The first chapter represents a critical review of the synthesis, characterization, properties and various strategies for the synthesis of functional oxide nanostructures. The electron transfer features of these nanostructures have been elaborately discussed to harness their potential applications in nanoelectronics, nanosensors and field emission. The impact of these materials on nanotechnology for diverse applications such as catalysis, optical, electronic and magnetic device construction, medical diagnostics and therapeutics, environmental and pollution control has been briefly discussed. The chapter concludes by providing specific objectives for the present study, future prospects, and finally mentioning some of the existing limitations of these novel high aspect ratio materials. 
The second chapter primarily deals with a novel route towards shape selective synthesis of SnO2 nanostructures: Bipyramids, Cubes and Wires and their detailed characterization using XRD, SEM, TEM (SAED), TGA, Uv-vis and XPS. The incorporation of Ru in SnO2 thin films results in the low temperature crystallization implying the role of Ru as a promoter/nucleating aid besides sensitizer. This has been further extended to other nanostructures of SnO2 wherein we have observed that when Ru is mixed with oxide of Sn, it act as nucleating agents promoting the 1D growth and the formation of other high aspect ratio nanostructures. The effect of various parameters like temperature, heating duration, nature of carrier gas, flow rate is investigated with the help of SEM, TEM and XRD in conjunction with TG-DSC and XPS analysis. A plausible growth mechanism is proposed using the results of these studies. The texture coefficient values of all the nanostructures, indexed to a tetragonal lattice, exhibit an amazing variation in the preferred orientation with respect to their shapes. Although, XPS data indicates that nanowires and cubes have a strong SnO2 type signal, nanobipyramids interestingly exhibit both SnO and SnO2 signals and a correlation of the binding energy helps in understanding the growth kinetics of such nanostructures. The results suggest that the nanobipyramids are formed due to the vapor-solid process (VS) while nanowires and cubes are formed by the vapor-liquid solid (VLS) progression. 
The third chapter starts with the discussion of the SnO2 as a gas sensor material, explaining briefly the advantages and limitations of the sensors based on it. Different means of controlling the cross selectivity and enhancing the sensitivity have been discussed and demonstrated using surface functionalisation with monolayer protected Cu-nanoclusters, RuO2 in SnO2 nanostructures and doping of SnO2 thin films with Ru, Cu and Th. Our result suggests the feasibility of room temperature detection of H2S and NO2 using Cu nanoclusters and RuO2 doped SnO2 nanowires. Further, the doping elements act as a promoter for low temperature crystallization of SnO2 as demonstrated for thin films besides acting as a sensitizer. Our result opens up the possibility of synthesizing doped SnO2 nanowires that can be used as extremely sensitive, drift free and robust sensors towards NO2 and LPG. The response towards different gases can be controlled by varying the dopant and its concentration and distribution. The low temperature four probe conductivity measurements of SnO2 nanowires suggest these to be behaving as a Luttinger liquid i.e. a system with highly co-related electrons.
Using the simple method of growth of SnO2 nanostructures, a wealth of interesting novel high aspect ratio nanostructures of ZnO have been synthesized successfully which are discussed in detail in the fourth chapter. Besides temperature, nature of carrier gas and flow rate, the substrate template is found to play a crucial role in governing the shape and size of the nanostructures. The effect of different templates like Si-wafer, alumina and refractory bricks has been explored and a plausible growth mechanism has been proposed using the results of the XRD, SEM, TEM (SAED), XPS, and TGA studies. 
In the fifth chapter, field emission properties of the high aspect ratio nanostructures of ZnO have been demonstrated. A single multipod structure and a single arm of the larger multipod structure have been isolated and skillfully mounted on W-tips, which exhibit an ultralow onset voltage of 40 V to draw a current of 1 nA. Further, the current density of 2.8 x 104 A/cm2 could be achieved with a field of 1.26 x 105 V/m.  A common feature in all multipod structures is the non-linearity and the appearance of the break in the FN plot, which is expected for a semiconductor material. All the other structures show good field emission properties suggesting that ZnO nanostructures are promising for applications in field emission devices.
Finally, chapter six outlines a summary of all the major conclusions of the present study with respect to the synthesis, characterization, gas sensing and field emission properties of high aspect ratio nanostructures of SnO2 and ZnO. One major advantage is the simple synthesis of these nanostructures by thermal evaporation without using any catalyst or sophisticated instrumentation and the gas sensing and the field emission properties further support the utility. Room temperature detection of H2S and NO2 has been demonstrated successfully using monolayer protected Cu nanoclusters and the nanostructures of SnO2. The amount of ruthenium is found to be the deciding factor for the sensitivity and the operating temperature. Further increase in sensitivity is possible by using thinner nanowires, utilizing a single nanowire with proper SnO2-metal ohmic contacts. This chapter also outlines some of the limitations of these materials along with probable hazardous effects on the environment and necessary precautions. Finally, the future prospects of these materials are outlined for next 10-20 years within the broad perspective of both fundamental and technological interests in diverse fields such as chemistry, physics, biology and engineering.
The results presented in the thesis clearly suggest, that high aspect nanostructures of SnO2 and ZnO can act as promising building blocks for nanoelectronic circuit components. Thus, this simple method of preparation and results related to gas sensing, field emission and the electron transfer properties of such high aspect ratio materials embodied in this thesis will be useful hopefully to resolve several important issues related to their possible future device applications.


A thin-film sensor based on the surface ruthenated tin oxide capable of good sensitivity and high selectivity towards hydrocarbons is demonstrated. The misfits created at the grain boundaries of tin oxide can affect the adsorbate–substrate interaction leading to unusually high selectivity. The surface ruthenated tin oxide film deposited on the commercially available glass shows a sensitivity of 45 in comparison to 3 of pure tin oxide film at operating temperature between 225–3500°C. A systematic study of the morphology, surface coverage and oxidation state of Ru using different techniques, such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive analysis of X-rays (EDAX) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) reveals the reason for the enhanced sensitivity of the surface functionalised tin oxide film.


Humidity sensing properties of a material having a tandem of nanoscale thin film of zirconia on tin oxide has been demonstrated. The ZrO2 film is deposited by a recently developed technique of liquid–liquid interface reaction technique (LLIRT) while SnO2 is deposited by the conventional spray pyrolysis technique. Both SnO2 and ZrO2 thin films show sensitivity towards humidity, however, during the cyclic variation of relative humidity between 30 and 90% relative humidity, hysteresis is observed in the plot of resistance versus relative humidity, which is a disadvantage of humidity sensor application. Our preliminary results suggest that the zirconation of SnO2 thin film minimises the hysteresis thus improving its scope for humidity sensor application.

A novel room temperature solid-state sensor for the detection of hydrogen sulfide is described. The sensor was fabricated by first depositing a thin film of tin oxide on to a glass substrate followed by surface functionalizing with monolayer-protected copper nanoclusters (MPCs) capped with different capping agents prepared as per the Brust synthesis. These nanoclusters enhance the sensitivity of the sensor towards hydrogen sulfide. The environment of copper clusters changes after the exposure to H2S gas, allowing the access of Cu to gas molecules. This further facilitates the electron transfer between cluster to cluster and hence enhances the conductance of the sensor element. The sensitivity of copper clusters capped with different functional groups and with different chain lengths is demonstrated in this work. Such a combined sensor is easy to prepare and needs no covalent chemistry. The response time for all the samples is smaller than 2 min.

The gas sensing properties of ruthenium-doped tin oxide thin films prepared by spray pyrolysis has been studied. The thin film with composition of ruthenium (0.42 wt.%) in the tin oxide matrix spray pyrolysed at 400 °C, has shown unusual high sensitivity (s =2500) for hydrocarbon (LPG) at a lower operating temperature of 250 °C. It has been shown that ruthenium acts as a catalyst in tin oxide to achieve a considerable degree of specificity and selectivity. The low temperature deposition with the dual use of noble metal ruthenium as a sensitizer and a sintering aid has remarkably enhanced hydrocarbon sensing performance. A systematic evaluation of the surface coverage and morphology using techniques like energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) reveal the crucial role of ruthenium species in both sensitivity and selectivity of LPG gas. The correlation between ruthenium incorporation in tin oxide thin film and improvement in the selectivity and sensitivity towards hydrocarbon (LPG) is established

We report the trimethylamine (TMA) sensing properties of thoria-incorporated tin oxide. The tin oxide pellet having 3 wt.% of thoria exhibits a high sensitivity of 1500 towards 800 ppm of TMA compared to only 18 of pure tin oxide at a lower operating temperature of 225 °C. The incorporation of thorium in tin oxide enhances the sensitivity towards TMA with improved selectivity. The effect of surface coverage, morphology and oxidation state on the sensitivity has been studied using techniques like scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The correlation between thoria incorporation in the tin oxide at different sintering temperatures and the improvement in the selectivity and sensitivity towards TMA is discussed.

The present investigation deals with the electrical response of ruthenium incorporated tin oxide thin film deposited by spin coating method, as a mean to improve the selectivity and sensitivity towards hydrocarbon gas. The thin film with ruthenium in tin oxide matrix exhibits remarkable sensitivity (s = 672) and selectivity towards hydrocarbon gas (Liquid petroleum gas) at the operating temperature of 300 °C. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of ruthenium incorporated tin oxide, fired at 400 °C reveals the polycrystalline nature, while pure tin oxide does not show crystalline nature at such a low firing temperature. A systematic evaluation of the surface coverage and morphology using techniques like energy dispersive X-ray analysis, scanning electron microscopy and XRD reveals a crucial role of the ruthenium species in the enhancement of sensitivity, selectivity and morphology. The correlation between ruthenium incorporation and the improvement in the sensitivity and selectivity towards hydrocarbon is discussed.

The gas sensitivity of SnO2-based thin films doped with 0.05–2 wt.% Cu has been studied. The films were deposited by the conventional spray pyrolysis technique. The H2S sensitivity and selectivity in relation to the concentration of Cu in SnO2 has been systematically studied. A remarkable sensitivity towards H2S at the operating temperature of 200 °C is observed for the Cu-doped SnO2. The incorporation of Cu in the SnO2 makes the film crystalline at lower deposition temperatures along with an enhanced sensitivity towards H2S. The 1.19 wt.% Cu-doped SnO2 exhibits a sensitivity of 910 for H2S as compared to 12 for the pure SnO2 at an operating temperature of 200 °C, where the sensitivity of the film is calculated as the ratio of change in the conductance to the original conductance. The effect of surface coverage, morphology, oxidation state and amount of Cu on the sensitivity has been studied. The correlation between Cu incorporation in the SnO2 thin film at different deposition temperatures and the improvement in the selectivity and sensitivity towards hydrogen sulfide is discussed.

The present investigation deals with the preparation, characterization and gas sensing properties of tin oxide in the form of thin films and pellets. The elegance of the methods lies in their simplicity where in, ruthenium is incorporated on the surface or in the bulk of tin oxide to improve the liquid petroleum gas sensing properties. The tin oxide pellet with ruthenium covalently attached on the surface shows LPG sensitivity of 325 as compared to 75 of tin oxide with ruthenium added in the matrix and 3 of pure tin oxide. The surface treated tin oxide film shows a sensitivity of 45 in comparison to 3 by pure tin oxide film, however, the thin film with 0.42 wt.% ruthenium in the tin oxide matrix has exhibited a remarkable sensitivity (s=2500) towards LPG. It shows that during formation of film, the ruthenium helps in the low temperature crystallization, prevents agglomeration and more particularly enhances sensitivity selectively towards LPG.  A systematic evaluation of the surface coverage, morphology and oxidation states using different techniques like EDAX, SEM, XRD and XPS indicates the crucial role of ruthenium species both for sensitivity and selectivity. The misfits created at the grain boundaries of tin oxide can affect the adsorbate-substrate interaction leading to unusually high selectivity.


Detection of hydrogen sulfide gas is important due to the environmental considerations and the health hazards it posses. Sulfides are known to be toxic for as a low as 100 ppm/air and hence sensors capable of detecting offensive sulfides are needed for the optimization of auto ventilation system of toilet or kitchen, dentistry etc. The present work talks about the different means of improving the sensitivity and selectivity of the tin oxide thin film towards hydrogen sulfide. The tin oxide thin film is modified with an overlayer of copper oxide nano-film deposited by the monolayer protected copper nanoclusters and the newly developed liquid-liquid interface reaction technique (LLIRT). The other method involves incorporation of copper in the tin oxide matrix using spray pyrolysis. Modification of the thin film tin oxide surface by copper oxide nanofilm results in the enhancement of the sensitivity (s=100) and selectivity towards H2S as compared to the pure tin oxide (s=12) thin film. The effect of thickness of the overlayer copper oxide film on the gas sensing properties is correlated. The surface functionalisation with monolayer protected clusters (MPC’s) leads to the room temperature detection of H2S. The sensing surface is made by first depositing a thin film of tin oxide on to a glass substrate followed by surface functionalisation with monolayer protected copper nanoclusters capped with different capping agents prepared as per the Brust synthesis route. These nanoclusters enhance the sensitivity of the sensor towards hydrogen sulfide. The environment of copper clusters changes after the exposure to H2S gas, allowing the access of copper to gas molecules. This further facilitates the electron transfer between cluster to cluster and hence enhances the conductance of the sensor element. The sensitivity of copper clusters capped with different functional groups and with different chain length is established. The sensitivity of the film is calculated as the ratio of change in the conductance to the original conductance. The effect of surface coverage, morphology, oxidation-state and the amount of copper on the sensitivity have been studied. The correlation between copper incorporation and the improvement in the selectivity and sensitivity towards hydrogen sulfide is discussed.

Tin oxide thin films were prepared by using a spray pyrolysis technique. It has been shown that the tin oxide thin film doped with thorium shows a high sensitivity towards trimethylamine (TMA) gas. It has been demonstrated that 1.18 wt.% thorium-doped tin oxide has a sensitivity of 2900 towards 800 vol. ppm TMA gas in air, while pure tin oxide has only a sensitivity of 5 at the operating temperature of 225 °C. Thorium stabilizes the tin oxide structure at lower deposition temperature, gives improved electrical characteristics and also enhances the sensitivity and selectivity towards TMA. The effect of surface coverage, morphology, oxidation state and amount of Th on the sensitivity and selectivity has been studied. The correlation of thorium doping in tin oxide at different deposition temperatures with morphology, improvement in the selectivity and sensitivity towards TMA is discussed.

RuO2 and SnO2 have a natural habitat of orthogonal/bitetragonal symmetry in the bulk form, which has not been found in the nanodimensions till date. A novel nanobipyramidal structure along with nanowires and cubes of tin oxide has been synthesized by employing RuO2 as a promoter/nucleating agent. The observation of nanobipyramidal structure in large quantity is striking, emphasizing the stability of these structures. The nanobipyramids are collected in the downstream where the temperature was between 200 and 500 oC, whereas nanowires and cubes are formed on the substrate containing the reaction mixture

Tin oxide an n-type semiconductor gas sensing material is widely accepted and under investigation in practically every form from bulk to nanostructure. It is necessary to understand the ordering of the crystal structure, morphology and arrangements of grain, importance of the surface effects and grain boundaries. An ideal sensor with high mobility of conduction electrons and satisfactory stability needs fabrication of a highly porous, thin sensing body with a proper selection of doping element that can enhance surface reactions/adsorption of sensing gas. In the present report, we have tried to describe the recent progress in the tin oxide based gas sensors with some of our own findings.

We report synthesis of the novel Ru-doped SnO2 nanowires and their distinctive response towards NO2 and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) in air. These nanowires have been prepared by a simple approach of evaporation of metal oxide at elevated temperature. The sensor exhibits three order of magnitude changes in the conductivity on exposure to NO2 in air at room temperature. Furthermore, Ru being one of the excellent sensitizers towards LPG these wires also exhibits sensitivity at 250 °C. The amount of Ru plays a crucial role in modulating the sensitivity and lowering the operating temperature.

: Pure and Ru-doped nanostructured SnO2 sensing materials were synthesized using a modified Pechini route. Incorporation of Ru in SnO2 results in the reduction of particle size (8.3 nm) compared with that of the pure SnO2 (28.2 nm). Moreover, the sensor exhibited a reasonably good sensitivity towards both H2 and liquified petroleum gas (LPG). The effect of Ru incorporation, operating temperature, and gas concentration on the structure, morphology, and sensitivity is discussed using the results of X-ray diffraction (XRD), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) along with sensing performance.

Several dissimilar types of tin oxide microstructures including bipyramids, cubes, and wires synthesized effectively by means of a simple approach were investigated using X-ray diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetry/differential thermometric analysis (TG-DTA), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). A possible growth mechanism is proposed using the results of these studies. The texture coefficient values of all the structures, indexed to a tetragonal lattice, exhibit amazing variation in the preferred orientation with respect to their shapes. Although XPS data indicate that wires and cubes have a strong SnO2 type signal, bipyramids interestingly exhibit both SnO and SnO2 signals and a correlation of the binding energy helps in understanding the growth kinetics of such submicron structures. The results suggest that the bipyramids are formed because of the vapor-solid process (VS) while wires and cubes are formed by the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) progression.

Pure and Pt-incorporated mesostructured SnO2 thin films were successfully prepared by using non-ionic surfactant Brij-58 (polyoxyethylene acyl ether) as organic template, and tin tetrachloride and hexachloroplatinic acid as inorganic precursors. Thin films were deposited onto glass substrates at 450 °C by simple spray pyrolysis technique. The mesostructured tin oxide thin films with various Pt concentrations exhibited highly selective response towards CO. The novelty of the present sensor material is its mesostructured nature with high sensitivity and selectivity towards CO at 200 °C. The correlation of the platinum incorporation in the mesostructure with morphology and structure is discussed based on the results of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), BET surface area, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and gas sensing behavior.

Pure and Au-doped mesostructured SnO2 thin films were successfully prepared by using non-ionic surfactant Brij-58 (polyoxyethylene acyl ether) as organic template and tin tetrachloride and hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) trihydrate as inorganic precursor. Thin films were deposited onto the glass substrates at 450 °C by simple spray pyrolysis technique. The novel mesostructured tin oxide thin films with different Au concentration exhibit highly selective response towards CO. The correlation of the Au incorporation in the mesostructure with particular morphology and gas sensing behavior is discussed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), BET surface area and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies.

Amino-functionalized MCM-41 (NH2-MCM-41) was used to immobilize Cu/Co-Cl16Pc complex, i.e. Cu/Co-AM(PS) for liquid phase oxidation of alkanes under mild reaction conditions. Higher rates of reaction and better catalytic activity values were obtained for Cu/Co-AM(PS) as compared to Cu/Co-Cl16Pc grafted on (i) amino-functionalized SiO2 [Cu/Co-ASiO2] and (ii) non-functionalized MCM-41 [Cu/Co-M(I)] catalysts along with neat metal complex under identical conditions. The catalysts were evaluated by comparing two different oxidants: (i) TBHP and (ii) O2/aldehyde. The rate of conversion and percent selectivity differ for the above two oxidants due to differences in stability of radical species and in their homolytic/heterolytic pathways. The homolytic dissociation of oxygen favors a higher rate of conversion in the case of TBHP, whereas the heterolytic mechanism favors a higher selectivity for cyclohexanone in the case of O2/aldehyde. The catalysts were characterized by XRD, MAS NMR, N2-adsorption, microanalysis, UV–vis, FTIR and cyclic voltammetry. The UV–vis spectra reveal a blue shift for the metal phthalocyanine-immobilized samples, indicating unimolecular dispersion of metal complex within the channels of MCM-41. Cyclic voltammetry results suggest some coordinative interaction of the amino group of NH2-MCM-41 with the metal on grafting with the complex.

The field emission of individual ZnO multipods and a single arm of a multipod structure grown by a vapor deposition were carried out. A current of 1 nA with an ultralow onset voltage of 40 V was observed repeatedly for the single multipod as well as for the arm. The nonlinearity observed in the Fowler–Nordheim plots have been interpreted on the basis of the theory of electron emission from semiconductors and a scheme explaining the field emission behavior in both the high- and low-field regions owing to the very high geometrical factor has been picturized

Shape selective synthesis of ZnO micropencils and microhexagonal cones has been demonstrated using a controlled method of modified vapor deposition. A plausible growth mechanism based on the results of scanning electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, thermogravimetry, and differential thermal analysis is proposed. Our results suggest that growth of micropencil takes place as per the vapor-liquid-solid progression while the microhexagonal cones grow in two steps following a vapor-solid/vapor-liquid-solid mechanism. Moreover, the geometry, the location of substrate and temperature are found to have key roles in governing the morphology. XPS studies clearly demonstrate the presence of Si species as SiO and SiO2, which act as catalysts enabling nucleating sites for ZnO microstructural growth.

X-ray diffraction studies of nanocrystalline Ru-doped SnO2 reveal that concentration of Ru governs particle size as well as strain such as tensile or compressive form. The texture coefficient values of all the samples, indexed to a tetragonal lattice, exhibit (211) as the preferred orientation. The lowering of d-values in 0.2 wt% Ru-doped SnO2 suggests existence of the compressive strain, while shift of d-value to the higher side in 0.3 or above wt% Ru can be attributed to the transformation of compressive strain into the tensile form. The results indicate that expansion in the cell volume generates tensile strain by surpassing the compressive strain.



